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In a timepiece having an electronically designed read
out, an improved means which makes it possible to
manually operate and set at least part of the digital
readout elements. The setting means comprise a
preselector capable of being set in different positions
and a driving mechanism. Both the preselector and
driving mechanism are arranged in such a manner that
the position occupied by the preselector at the time
that the driving mechanism is manipulated determines
the element or elements of the digital read-out to be
affected by the manipulation as well as the function
accorded by the manipulation.
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TIMEPECE WITH ELECTRONICALLY DESIGNED
DIGITAL READ-OUT

2
FIG. 5 is a section taken along line V-V of FIG. 2
through the back of the watch carrying electric contact
switching elements;
FIG. 6 is a partial plan view schematically showing
the electric contact switching elements which are visi

The present invention has to do with a timepiece with
electronically designed digital read-out, equipped with 5
means making it possible to manually operate at least ble in section in FIG. 5;
part of the digital read-out elements.
FIG. 7 is an electrical block level schematic showing
The manual operation of the elements of digital read certain
electronic circuits of the watch and illustrating
out in such a timepiece can be brought about in several the working
together of the driving mechanism, prese
ways. In some timepieces with digital read-out for each 10 lector and electronic
elements;
element of digital read-out or for each group of read
FIG. 8 is an electrical schematic similar to FIG. 7 and
out elements, or possibly only for each one of some of illustrates a particular operating case; and
these groups there is an individual means of manual
9 is a block diagram representing the essentials
control which, when set into operation, affects the cor ofFIG.
the
group
electronic circuits in the watch.
responding read-out element or group of read-out ele 15 In FIG. 1, of
which
represents the wrist watch in top
ments.
plan view, the watch case 1 has two rectangular win
This form of manual control or operation presents
in which there appear, respectively, a group of
several disadvantages. One of these disadvantages con dows
digits 2 having the information necessary to give the
sists in that it requires as many external control ele time (for example 12 hours 26 minutes and 48 sec
ments as there are elements of digital read-out or 20 onds) and a group of digits 3 having the information
groups of elements of digital read-out to be operated which
necessary to give the day and the date (for ex
manually. Another one of these disadvantages lies in ample isMonday
17 July). FIG. 1 also shows a driving
the fact that the timepiece may accidentally get out of mechanism 4 which has an external shape and a side
order as a result of an involuntary action on one of positioning similar to those of a winding crown
these control means.
25
on a winding rod of an ordinary mechanical
It would also be possible, at least theoretically, to mounted
timepiece.
It should be noted that in other types of de
manually control the digital read-out of a timepiece in sign the watch
could also be of an angular shape, or a
the same manner as one operates the hands of a con round shape, and a design of identical type could also
ventional timepiece. Such a solution, however, would have to do with a watch in the form of a small clock,
be irksome and would also present the disadvantage of 30 for example of the kind whose front area does not ex
not taking advantage of the facilities of separate con ceed approximately 25 square centimeters.
trol of different groups of read-out which is offered by
FIG. 2 shows the watch of FIG. 1 as seen from be
the principle of digital read-out.
neath.
the driving mechanism 4, which is also
The purpose of the present invention is to provide a visible inBesides
FIG.
2,
there is, located against the bottom of
timepiece with digital read-out of the type previously 35 the watch, a crown
5 carrying indications A, B, C . . .
mentioned but not having the disadvantages stated.
etc., the center of this crown being occupied by a cap
In accordance with the invention, the timepiece with 6 which, at the same time it serves to hold the crown
electronically designed digital read-out, equipped with 5,
constitutes the unscrewable cover of a housing for a
means making it possible to manually operate at least miniature
electric battery which provides the electric
part of the digital read-out elements, is characterized in 40 power for the operation of the watch. The bottom of
that said means comprise a preselector which is capa this watch also carries a marking or index 7 which con
ble of being placed in different positions and a driving stitutes
the indicator opposite which the various indica
mechanism both of which are arranged in such a man tion A, B, C ... etc. carried by the crown 5 are placed
ner that the position occupied by the preselector at the according to the angular position imparted to the
time when the driving mechanism is manipulated deter 45 crown 5. As will be seen further on in conjunction with
mines the element or elements of digital read-out af FIG. 5, the crown 5 can be manipulated in the manner
fected by the manipulation of the driving mechanism, of
a rotating button.
as well as the function according to which this element
FIGS.
4 illustrate the mechanical operation of
or these elements of digital read-out are affected by this 50 the crown3 and
5,
which
constitutes a preselector 8, and of
manipulation.
the
driving
mechanism
5 shows a preselector
The means for accomplishing the foregoing objects annular element 8 which4. isFIG.
mounted underneath the
and other advantages, which will be apparent to those crown 5 so that it can move solidly in rotation there
skilled in the art are set forth in the following specifica with.
This preselector element 8 has a number of
tion and claims and are illustrated in the accompanying 55 notches equal to the number of indications (A, B, C .
drawings dealing with a basic embodiment of the pres
. . etc.) carried by the crown 5. One of the twelve

ent invention. Reference is made now to the drawings notches shown in element 8 is deeper than the other
in which:
FIG. 3 also shows that a flexible spring blade
FIG. 1 represents, in top plan view, a wrist watch with notches.
17
causes
the preselector element 8 to stop in well de
a rectangular shaped digital read-out;
60 termined positions.
FIG. 2 shows the watch of FIG. 1 in bottom plan
FIG. 4 shows the driving mechanism 4 which has an
view;
outer
end in the form of a winding crown and a rod
FIG. 3 schematically shows an annular preselector composed
of various elements intended for establishing
piece included in this watch;
an
electrical
switching contact which operates when
FIG. 4 shows, schematically and in partial section, 65 the driving mechanism
is pulled and pushed. These
the driving mechanism having the form of a winding various elements of the4driving
mechanism which are
rod working together with the preselector piece shown intended for an electrical function
will be examined
in FIG. 3;
later. The rod of the driving mechanism has, at its ex
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4.
It is thus clearly evident that when the preselector

3
tremity, a support element 10 which works together
with a lever 13, pivoted at 14, and which acts resiliently
so as to tend to bias the driving mechanism 4 towards
the exterior. The rod of the driving mechanism also has

crown 5 is mounted as shown in FIG. 5, it can be ma

a gouge by means of which the longitudinal movements

of the driving mechanism are imparted to a square ele
ment 16 one of the wings of which (visible in FIG. 4)
is slit in such a way as to take on the form of a fork the

two branches of which lock into the gouge which the

rod of the driving mechanism presents right behind the
support element 10. This square element 16 is arranged
by means, not shown, to slide longitudinally, and its
other wing, the extremity of which is cut symmetrically
in oblique fashion, penetrates into one of the slits of the

preselector element 8.

O

Since the section of FIG. 5 is in the vertical direction

with respect to FIG. 2, the entire group of the driving
15

It is easy to understand that the driving mechanism
can be pushed further towards the inside of the watch
when the deep notch of the element 8 is situated
against the square element 16 which is connected lon
gitudinally to the driving mechanism 4 than when one
of the other notches of the element 8 is opposite this
square element 16. It can also be seen in FIG. 4 that the
crown of the driving mechanism has a screw spacing

FIG.S.

Immediately below the preselector element 8, the
bearing surface 5a carries an assembly 22 comprising
first and second annular elements 22a and 22b of insu

25

30

turns towards the exterior under the action of the resil 35

ient lever 13. It will then be possible to turn the crown
5 and the preselector element 8 which is connected to
it in such a way as to bring opposite the square piece
16 one of the eleven other notches of the preselector

45

50

55

way as to make up the visible bottom of the watch. At

the center of the element, attached to the bottom plate
1a, there is a cylindrical element 6a forming the case
for the battery already mentioned in connection with
FIG. 1. The cover 6 is screwed onto the cylindrical ele
ment 6a and has an annular flange holding the preselec
tor crown 5 in place. The preselector crown 5 engages
at its periphery into an annular groove in the watch
case 1. Even though the watch is rectangular, it must
be understood that the space represented in FIG. 5
above the bottom plate 1a is round.

the contact element 21 ends up on the stud 18 which
is connected to the ring 23 when the large notch of the
preselector element 8 is opposite the square piece 16
(FIG. 4).

below which are found various elements which make

up the watch, and in particular the electronic read-out
elements which are not shown in FIG. 5. The watch
case 1 passes beyond the bottom plate 1a towards the
rear and the preselector crown 5 is mounted in such a

tating the electrical connection which is supposed to
assure a connection with the contact ring 23. A rota
tion of the crown assembly 22 causes the contact ele
ment 21 to subsequently establish an electrical contact
between the contact ring 23 and each one of the studs
18. In the position where this contact element 21 is
above the stud 18a already connected to the ring 23 no
individual contact is established thus forming a zero po
sition of the switch. The respective angular position of
the large notch of the preselector element 8, of the con
tact element 21, and of the stud 18a will be such that

sible functions chosen (in a manner which will be ex
amined further on) with the aid of the crown 5 consti

tuting a preselector element.
FIG. 5 represents a sectional view through the bot
tom of the watch taken along the line V-V of FIG. 2.
The watch case 1 includes a primary bottom plate 1 a

lating material which are forced onto the preselector
crown 5. A resilient element 22c separates the two an
nular elements of insulating material so that the crown
assembly 22 can move very slightly in the axial direc
tion but is connected to the preselector crown 5 in rota
tion. This crown assembly 22 carries, at only one place
on its surface, a rubbing contact element 21 which es
tablishes an electric contact between a contact ring 23
and one of a group of contact studs 18. The contact
ring 23 and the group of contact studs 18 are supported
by a crown of insulating material 19 which is attached
to the battery case 6a.
FIG. 6 presents a schematic plan view of this crown
19 together with the contact ring 23 and the group of
studs 18. In this figure the contact ring 23 is contacting
one of the studs 18. This contact is intended for facili

element 8. Since the other eleven notches are not as 40

deep, it will then be possible to push the driving mecha
nism only to a partial degree towards the inside of the
watch. As will be seen further on, however, this partial
movement will be sufficient to bring about the electri
cal switching which will carry out one of numerous pos

mechanism 4 with its various additional elements, and

in particular the square element 16, is not shown in

which is identical to that which is known for the crowns

of windows of certain waterproof watches. When the
large notch of the preselector element 8 is opposite the
square element 16, the driving mechanism can make its
maximum entry inside of the watch and the screw
thread channel 15 can be screwed into a corresponding
screw thread channel presented by the watch case (not
shown). In this position it will naturally be impossible
to rotate the preselector element 8 and the crown 5 to
which it is connected. If the crown is unscrewed from
the driving mechanism, then the driving mechanism re

nipulated by the fingers of an operator grasping it side
ways so that it is moved in rotation in a plane which is
perpendicular to the plane of the figure. This rotation,
however, cannot be imparted unless the square element
16 (FIG. 4) has freed the preselector element 8.
FIG. 5 shows that the preselector crown 5 includes an
inside bearing surface 5a around which various ele
ments are arranged. These elements are first of all the
preselector element 8, which can also be seen in FIG.
5 and which is forced around the bearing element 5a.

60

65

It is now appropriate to come back to FIG. 4 to exam
ine how the manipulation of the driving mechanism
causes the opening or closing of electrical contacts.
FIG. 4 shows that the rod of the driving mechanism is
composed of a central rod 9 around which there are
threaded two sockets 11 and 11a made of insulating
material. The socket 11, at its extremity which is close
to the socket 11a, has a bearing surface of small diame
ter around which a socket 12 made of conducting ma
terial slides. Three contact elements 15a, b, c are shown
schematically and are actually formed of elastic con
ducting laminas which rest against the external diame
ter of the rod. In the position shown in FIG. 4, the
square element 16 penetrates into the large notch of
the preselector element 8 and the rod is driven to the
maximum towards the inside of the watch. When the
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5
driving mechanism is released by unscrewing the crown
from it, the rod returns completely towards the outside
of the watch (that is to say towards the left in FIG. 4)
and the conducting socket 12 opens an electrical con

6
optical electronic means or at least means which are
known.
The watch which is shown in FIG. 1 is a watch which

supplies the time broken down into 24 hours, that is to
say that this watch in the middle of the afternoon, for
example, shows 15:30 and not 3:30. Obviously it would
also be possible to design this watch in a way that it

tact between the contact elements 15a and 15b. At this

time, with the driving mechanism towards the exterior,
it is possible, if so desired, to turn the preselector crown

5 in order to bring opposite the square element 16 an
other one of the notches of this preselector element.
When the latter has assumed the desired position, the
driving mechanism is depressed to a partial extent
which is determined by the smallest depth of the notch
into which the square element 16 will penetrate. This
depth is such that at the time when the driving mecha
nism is pressed so as to make the square piece 16 pene
trate into the bottom of the notch the conducting

would indicate the hours of the morning and the hours
of the afternoon by never going past the indication of
10 12 hours 59 minutes and 59 seconds (as happens in the
telling of time in the United States) or also by never
going beyond 11 hours 59 minutes and 59 seconds (as
is current practice in time telling in certain European
15

countries).
The technique of digital read-out has reached such a

point that it would also be possible to read the fractions
of an hour situated between 30 and 59 minutes not by
addition but by subtraction, that is to say to indicate for
example
8 hours less 15 minutes (15 minutes to 8) in
ments 15b and 15c. According to the function which is 20 stead of 7:45.
It would be possible to even go further
then performed (a function which is determined by the than this by expressing
by plus or minus of fractions of
position of the preselector crown, a matter which will an hour (half an hour, quarter
an hour, possibly even
be examined further on) it may be necessary to manip 10 minutes and 5 minutes) so of
as
a correspond
ulate the driving mechanism several times or just once. ing indication at all points undertothegive
usual
manner of
After having pressed it in such a way as to establish a 25 expression of the users.
contact between the contact elements 15b and 15c it is
In the case of the watch which is shown in FIG. 1 the
then released and, if necessary, it is operated one or indication
of the date is given by a first indication con
more times again, and each time that the driving mech cerning the days of the week, a second indication con
anism is shifted lengthwise an electrical switching is cerning the day of the month, and a third indication
carried out affecting the three contact elements 15a, 30 concerning the particular month. In some cases it
15b and 15c in the manner of an ordinary switch whose would be appropriate to reverse the order of indication
contact element 15b would be the common connection
of the month and of the day of the month, as is current
point. Needless to say, it would also be possible to practice
in the Anglo-Saxon countries. Let us also point
achieve the switching mentioned above by other out that the digital indication of the day of the week
means, in particular by means of flexible contact ele 35 and of the month can be done for the day of the week
ments moved by a part of the rod of the driving mecha by
indicating a maximum of two letters and for the
nism playing the role of a cam. It would also be possi months by indicating up to four letters, even though an
ble, according to the case, to make more than one con indication of two letters adequately coded could also
tact of the switching type react to the movement of the 40 be sufficient if necessary. The letters necessary to form
driving mechanism.
names of the days of the week and the names of the
Knowledge of the manner of functioning of the two the
months would theoretically require a number of ele
electrical contact groups, i.e. the group of contacts ments of composition much greater than the numbers,
15a, 15b and 15c and the group of contacts formed by but this number is reduced by the fact that at a given
the ring 23 and the various studs 18 makes it possible 45 place
is no need to be able to indicate all of the
to understand the electronic functioning of the means lettersthere
of the alphabet but only a certain number of
making it possible to control the read-out elements of them. The composing of numbers or letters with the aid
the electronic watch. It is necessary first of all, how of elements of composition is a relatively well known
ever, to examine what are the various types of action
into which it is not necessary to delve at this
which the positioning of the preselector should make it 50 technique
time.
possible to achieve.
The watch with digital electronic read-out in ques
First of all, the manner in which the electronic read tion is driven by a quartz oscillator and the variation in
out is furnished by the watch will be examined. Without its daily operation is therefore extremely small. Despite
delving into the technical means which are put into the very small possibility of the watch running behind
play to achieve this read-out, it can be pointed out or ahead it would be advantageous to have the possibil
briefly that the elements of read-out are formed prefer 55 ity of gaining or losing just a few seconds. It is this pos
ably of luminous numbers which themselves are formed sibility which will probably be used the most often. In
of elements of composition of a minimum number of certain cases it might also be necessary to make a cor
socket 12 ceases to establish an electrical contact be
tween the contact elements 15a and 15b and then es
tablishes an electrical contact between the contact ele

seven, but preferably of a greater number. It is evident rection of more than one minute and it would then nat
be advantageous to be able to act in effect on the
different way, for example by means of elements oper 60 urally
minute indicator and not to have to make a correction
ating on the basis of a principle similar to that of "Nixie
is 60 times longer than a correction involving the
tubes' but under a voltage and with a power compati which
second
indicator. Furthermore, in cases when, in par
ble with the low source of energy available. If a time ticular, the
watch has stopped running, owing to a dead
piece which is similar to the watch described but of a 65 battery or the absence of a battery, it would also be ad
larger size were used, for example a small-sized clock vantageous to be able to act on the digital information
or even a large-sized clock, the read-out could natu of the hours, but it is clear that this particular possibil
rally be done through the intermediary of conventional ity will be used the most rarely.
that the read-out elements could also be formed in a
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Since the watch being described here is an electronic
watch and since it therefore has the possibility, which
is lacking in mechanical watches, of advancing at a
speed which is 100 times, 1,000 times or even 10,000
times greater than its normal speed of advance, it has
been provided to bring about the advance which is sup
posed to involve only the hours by sending to the input
of the electronic divider forming the time information
a signal having a frequency of approximately one thou
sand Hz, that is to say that approximately 3.6 seconds
are necessary to make the digital information advance
by 1 hour. When one proceeds in this manner it is clear
that one will observe nothing other than the digital in

8
the preselector, positions which, on the one hand, are
the two closest ones to the position corresponding to
normal operation. Then, in position B of the preselec
tor provisions have been made for the correction by
frequency of about 60 Hz, that is to say approximately
one unit of minute per second. Lastly, in position A
provision has been made for the correction which
should be the least frequent, that is to say that which
is made by the intermediary of a frequency of approxi

10

In order to make each one of the four corrections

formation of the hours, since the “movement' of the

signs indicating the minutes and the seconds are too
fast to be able to be followed. It will thus be possible to
first of all put the watch on the hour without worrying
about the minutes, by means of this frequency of about
1,000 Hz. Then, for the “adjustment to the minute' it
is provided that there be sent to the input of the divider
a frequency of about 60 Hz, that is to say that the infor
mation of the minutes will advance by approximately
one unit every second. In this way it is possible to set
the watch on the minute. Then, to establish the exact

mately 1,000 cycles and which produces an advance of
one unit of hour approximately every 3.6 seconds.

15

20

which have been mentioned above, the exact proce
dure to be followed starting with the position of normal
operation in which the driving mechanism 4 is screwed
in the watch, is the following:
First of all the crown of the driving mechanism is un
screwed and allowed to return as far as possible to
wards the exterior so as to release the rotating move
ment of the preselector crown 5; then the indicator 7
is brought to the desired marked position of the prese

lector crown 5, that is to say, according to the particu

lar case, the position D (stop), the position C (advance,
second), the position B (advance minute), or the posi
tion A (advance, hour). Once the crown of preselector
5 has been placed in the appropriate position, the driv
ing mechanism 4 is depressed and from that instant on
and right up to the time that the driving mechanism is

setting down to the second a frequency of 2 Hz is fed 25
to the input of the divider. This will "gain back a sec
ond' each second. Thus, by being sure, at the time of
the first two rapid and approximate settings to the hour,
of always remaining rather below and not above the in allowed to return towards the outside the advance of
dication which should be furnished, it is possible to ob 30 the digital information takes place at the speed which
tain very quickly a setting to the hour of the digital is selected by the preselector (or does not take place at
read-out watch, the last touch being given to the setting all if the stop position has been selected). As soon as
to the hour by the action on the digital information of the driving mechanism is released the watch will return
the seconds which, assuring an advance of two units per to normal operation. When the adjustment to the hour
second, will occur at a rather slow speed to be able to 35 which has to be done is large, one will proceed succes
be achieved with accuracy. It will also be necessary, sively by a manipulation of the driving mechanism in
however, to be able to slow down the watch by a few the A position of the preselector, then in the B position
seconds in order not to have to advance the watch by of the preselector, then in the C position and then pos
1 1 hours 59 minutes and 57 seconds to slow the watch
sibly also in the D position of the preselector. This is a
down by a few seconds, for example. A possibility of 40 gradation which is apt to facilitate the operation of time

stopping the advance of the digital information should setting for a user with little experience.
therefore, because of this fact, be also provided for, this
It is needless to say that one could also, in certain de
possibility amounting in effect to losing a second each sign variations, only provide for part of the four possi
second (whereas the advance at twice the speed consti bilities of time setting mentioned above. According to
tuted a possibility of gaining one second each second). 45 the case, it is possible to do away with the advance at
The four different possibilities of setting the time the speed of 1 hour every 3.6 seconds, or also, and this
mentioned above are brought about, each one of them, is evident, of the advance of 2 seconds per second in
by manipulation of the driving mechanism 4 while the the case that one would not be posting the information
preselector has been placed in a different one of its 50 of the seconds but only the information of the hours
twelve positions. Considering FIG. 2, the position E of and of the minutes.
the preselector crown 5 is situated opposite the indicat
The positions of the preselector situated on the other
ing mark. Position E deals with "normal operation," side of the position of normal operation (E) are re
that is to say that the large notch of the preselector ele served for various operations which are different from
ment 8 will be opposite the square piece 16 and that the 55 the time setting operations mentioned previously. They
crown of the driving mechanism can be screwed into differ by the fact that there no longer is, as previously,
the case. If the driving mechanism is released in this po an operation which lasts as long as the driving mecha
sition, it will be possible to activate it any number of nism is pressed and which ceases immediately after the
times without anything happening. On the other hand, driving mechanism has been released, but now there is
if, the driving mechanism having been drawn into this 60 a unique operation which takes place each time that
position, one turns the preselector so as to introduce the driving mechanism is pressed, an identical unique
one of the four positions D, C, B or A, there are four second operation not being able to take place except as
possibilities of acting on the read-out of the watch. the result of a prior releasing of the driving mechanism
Bearing in mind the fact that the corrections of more followed by another pressing on it. This necessity of as
than 1 second (that is to say double-time operation) suring oneself first of all that the driving mechanism has
and of less than 1 second (that is to say stop) will be 65 actually been released prior to executing a second op
used the most often, it has been provided to make these eration identical to a first operation already executed

corrections correspond to the two positions C and D of

explains the necessity to arrange the contact 15a, b, c

3,733,810
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in the manner of a switching contact and not simply in
the manner of an interrupting contact. The exact func
tioning from the electronic point of view will be ex
plained subsequently in conjunction with the figures
representing the electrical diagram of the watch.
The different operations which a manipulation of the
driving mechanism causes when the preselector has
been placed in position F. G. H. etc., will now be suc

10
by means of a screw which is placed at one or another

place so as to establish different possible connections
inside of the watch. The watch dealer who sells the
watch can then, according to the customer's wishes, se
lect the read-out of fixed-time setting which is appro
priate.
In the positions G and H of the preselector the ma
nipulation of the driving mechanism will cause, respec
tively, an advance or a delay of 1 hour exactly. This op

cessively described.
When, after having been freed by unscrewing and re O
by means of which the indication of the hours
leasing of the driving mechanism, the preselector has iseration,
made
to
advance or go back directly without affect
been placed in the F position a manipulation of the ing the minutes
and of the seconds, is intended for per
driving mechanism will cause a "return to a fixed mitting an adaptation
at the time changes of time
hour.' The procedure for this operation is the follow zones. If, for example, during an airplane flight, the
ing: right from the time that the driving mechanism has 15 owner of the watch penetrates in one direction or the
been pressed (the preselector being in the F position) other
for example five time zone boundaries he will
the digital read-out is brought to the indication 0 hours have to press and release the driving mechanism five
0 minutes 0 seconds (or possibly 12 hours 0 minutes 0 times in order to set his watch at the time correspond
seconds in the case of U.S. type watches). Then, at the ing to the new time zone.
moment when the driving mechanism is released pulses
In the J and K positions of the preselector a manipu
are sent, by means of the action of an electronic logic lation of the driving mechanism will cause, respec
with gates, at a frequency of approximately 4,000 Hz tively, an advance or a delay of one day in the indica
to the place of the counting device of the watch which tion of the day of the month. By means of this action
constitutes the entrance of the minute counter (there a direct action is established on the electronic elements
fore the place where the output of the seconds 25 providing the read-out of the day of the month. The
counting device normally sends a pulse every minute) first one of these operations (in the J position of the
so that after a time which is determined by the fixed

hour to which the read-out is to be returned, a time
which will be of a maximum of about one third of a sec

preselector) which makes it possible to advance the
day of the month will be used in particular at the end
of each month comprising less than 31 days. The other
operation (position K) is intended for rectifying possi

ond, the read-out will have reached the preselected in 30
dication. An electronic decoding device detects the ar ble errors such as the error which could be committed
rival of the read-out at the desired position and at that by thinking for example that the month of October only
moment disconnects the frequency of about 4,000 Hz has 30 days and by causing the indicator of the day of
and the watch continues to operate starting with the the month to jump from October 30 to November 1 al
preselected time. Since this return to a fixed time lasts 35 though
the next day is actually the 31st of October.
less than one second the speed of the seconds is not dis
In the L position of the preselector each manipula
rupted. If we admit that a normal second pulse had en tion of the driving mechanism causes a one step ad
tered right at the moment when the driving mechanism vance
the indication of the day of the week. This pos
has been released, the following second pulse which 40 sibilityinwould
not need to be used in practice except as
will bring the read-out to indicate the selected fixed the result of an interruption in operation of more than
time plus one second will occur a fraction of a second a day in the watch and this is one of the reasons why
after the moment when the read-out has reached said
the corresponding position is one of the last positions
preselected indication. If we assume, for example, that of the preselector. No position for bringing back by one
this indication reading is 12 hours 45 seconds (12:45) 45 day of the week has been provided for since a bringing
(the time signal of a French-speaking Swiss radio sta back of one day can always be done by advancing by
tion) the time required for the read-out to pass from six days (six successive manipulations of the driving
000 to 12:45 will correspond to 60 x 12 + 45 periods
while the preselector is situated in the L. po
which, at the frequency of 4,000 Hz approximately, will mechanism
sition).
require a time of approximately 0.19 second. One 50 In the M position of the preselector a manipulation
could also provide for a fixed time setting correspond of the driving mechanism causes an advance of one
ing to an indication of a time in round figures, for ex step in the month indication. Normally this operation
ample 2,000 hours, and in this case one would only is not performed except in the case when the watch has
need to act at the input of the hours counter, or possi not been working for a long period of time, that is to
bly at the input of the counter of tens of hours (starting 55 say that this would in all probability be the operation
with the indication 00 h 00 min 00 sec, it would only
is used the least often. This is the reason why it
be necessary, for example, to change the first zero into which
has the last position of the preselector. Similarly to
a two in order to obtain the reading of 20 h 00 min 00 what has been said for the days of the week, no possibil
sec). From the electronic point of view, as soon as the ity for a backing up of a month has been provided for,
setting to a fixed time has been made the released posi 60 since a backing up of 1 month can always be done by
tioning of the driving mechanism becomes of no effect. advancing 11 months.
It is clear that this method of setting the time can be re
As shown in the drawing, the preselector composed
peated as often as desired, but it does not make any of the crown 5 and of the elements which it supports
sense except when the releasing of the driving mecha can carry out a complete turn so that starting from the
nism takes place at the exact moment when, for exam M position it would also be possible to return to the po
ple, by means of the radio, a time signal is heard which 65 sition of normal operation (E) by passing through the
corresponds to the preselected indication. The decod positions A, B, C, D instead of bypassing through the
ing of this preselected time can be adjusted for example positions L, K, J, H, G, F.
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In order to prevent the possible danger of the time
piece getting out of order through an improper manipu
lation of the driving mechanism at the time when one
returns from the M position to the position of normal
operation, it will be possible, by mechanical means
which are easy to visualize and which are not repre
sented, to prevent the preselector from making a com
plete turn by preventing any angular displacement
which would cause it to pass from the M position to the
A position or from the A position to the M position.
It is appropriate to once more state at this time that
in certain design variations, it could very well be possi
ble to have only a part of the positions of the preselec
tor F, G, H, J, K, L and M. It could be possible, for ex
ample, to do away with the positions having to do with
the advance or back-up of one hour in the case of the
passing through a time zone, or of the position for re
setting a fixed time. In the event that all of the positions
described here are to be available then it turns out that

12
positive output being fed to the input of the first gate
which would thus be maintained in the state where its
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15

output is negative even if the contact 15b, 15a is bro
ken. Thus, the point which is marked by a W in FIG.
7 receives a negative voltage in that position. At the
moment that one presses on the driving mechanism 4
and the socket 12 breaks the contact 15a, 15b the point
W retains its negative voltage. But at the moment when
the socket 12 closes the contact 15c, 15b one input of
the second gate becomes positive, its output, as well as
the second input of the other gate, becomes negative,
and since the other input of the first gate has already
been made negative by the breaking of the contact 15b,
15a this first gate assumes the condition that its output
is positive. Similarly, the fact that the output of the first

gate becomes positive imparts a positive voltage to the
other input of the second gate which therefore retains
its condition where its output is negative independently
of the contact 15c, 15b. This system of scale control,
which functions exactly in the same manner but in the
other direction at the moment that the driving mecha
nism 4 is released, provides at the point W an abso
lutely suitable switching independently of the possible
bounces which the opening or closing of the contacts

the order mentioned above, in which these positions 20
are presented starting from the position of normal op
eration (E), is the most rational one, since the positions
which will be used the most often are the closest to the
position of normal operation.
It is clear that a watch could also be equipped with 25 15 could cause.
either positions of the type A, B, C, D, or positions of
At the top of FIG. 7 there is a group of three AND
the type F, G, . . . L, M, in an independent manner. It gates each one of which has an input connected to the
could also provide only part of the positions described output W of the first inverted OR gate and each one of
for each one of these two types.
which has another input connected to one of the studs
Let us also point out that it would also be possible, 30 18 mentioned in conjunction with FIGS. 5 and 6. In ac
as a variation in the form of design represented in tuality there are not just the three AND gates R, S, T,
FIGS. 1 and 2, to make a preselector crown of the type but eleven similar gates. For purposes of ease of illus
of the preselector crown 5 to protrude sideways so as tration, only three of these gates are shown in FIG. 7.
to be able to turn the preselector without any need of 35 Owing to the fact that a positive tension is fed to the
removing the watch from the wrist.
ring contact 23 (FIGS. 5 and 6) only the AND gate
It should also be noted that the kind of timepieces de having its second input connected to that of the studs
scribed above within the framework of a wristwatch
18 which is connected to the ring 23 by the contact ele
could also be suitable for other types of watches, as ment 21 will be capable of being "thrown into gear or
well as for small clocks, even for large clocks (in this 40 engaged,' on the condition, however, that its other in
last case the preselector would be located preferably, put, connected to the output W of the inverted OR
however, somewhere else than the back of the clock).
gate, also has a positive voltage. Thus, in the released
Numerous means are known within the framework of position of the driving mechanism 4 none of the AND
electronic engineering which, by making use of inte gates R, S, T, can have a positive output since the out
grated circuits in particular for designing units of very put W of the inverted OR gate is negative. At the mo
small dimensions, make it possible to establish circuits 45 ment when the driving mechanism 4 is pressed only one
by means of which the functions previously described of these AND gates will be "thrown into gear,' that is
can be carried out. FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the way to say the one whose other input receives a positive
in which these electronic circuits could be made up.
voltage by means of the contact element 21.
The lower part of FIG. 7 shows a schematic working SO It is therefore easy to understand that each one of the
together with the switch 15 composed of the contacts different logical functions described previously and
15a, 15b, and 15c and the socket 12. It can be seen that each one of which corresponds to a particular position
this scale is composed of two "inverted OR'gates con of the preselector will be carried out by the presence
nected so as to form a scale. In the state which is repre of a positive voltage at the output of one of the eleven
sented in FIG.7 the driving mechanism 4 is released to 55 AND gates of which the three gates shown (R, S, T) are
wards the outside and it can be seen that, by means of a part.
the contact. 15a 15b a positive voltage is imparted onto
The FIG. 8 shows, by way of example, how the fre
the input of a gate. This gate is also connected by a re quency of approximately 1,000 Hz is fed to the input
sistance to the source so that it is negative when the of the divider to achieve the rapid advance serving to
contact 15 does not send a positive voltage there. A 60 bring the read-out of the time at the desired position.
second input of each gate is connected to the output of Let us note that the frequency which is used here is a
each gate. In the situation involving the figure the gate frequency of 1,024 Hz. In effect, the frequency of 1 Hz
which receives a positive voltage will have a negative which is necessary to normally control the watch is ob
output (since it is an inverted OR gate) so that the tained by successive binary divisions so that 10 binary
input of the other gate connected to its output will re stages above the output 1 Hz have a frequency of 1,024
ceive a negative voltage. Since the other input of the 65 Hz which is very easy to use.
other gate also receives a negative voltage the output
In FIG. 8, gate U is connected in a manner which is
of the other gate will be positive, the potential of this similar to the gates R, S, T, but which, instead of being
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4.
of fixed time is done. It is clear that if this frequency of
4,096 Hz has to be supplied by the divider then the fre
quency of the quartz oscillator will have to be 4,096 Hz
or a multiple on the order of 2" of 4,096 Hz, unless the
divider (Div) has one or two multiplier stages to supply
this frequency of 4,096 Hz, in which case the oscillator
could very well operate at 1,024 Hz or 2,048 Hz.
The "ordinary' output of the LP logic supplies,
under normal operation, a frequency of 1 Hz which is
O
applied to the input of a counter-divider-decoder stage
51 operating with a cycle of 10 and which is arranged
first of all to count module 10, the pulses which it re
ceives at the input, secondly to supply at its output a
pulse each time that it receives 10 input pulses, that is
output of the “inverted OR” gate will become alter 15 to
say to perform a division by ten, and thirdly to de
nately positive and negative at the pace of the 1,024 Hz
frequency which is connected to its other input. A fre code the states of the internal counters in such a way
quency of 1,024 Hz will therefore not be fed to the as to supply for each one of the 10 combined states pos
input of the divider (which will be examined further sible the potentials which are desired to cause to ap
on) unless the stud 18 corresponding to the gate U has 20 pear the read-out of the corresponding Arabic numeral
received a positive voltage from the ring 23, that is to in accordance with the principle of composed read-out
say when the preselection crown 5 (or the preselector) previously mentioned. In that case one is truly dealing
is in the A position and that simultaneously the driving with a "counter-divider-decoder' stage which present
mechanism 4 has been pressed so as to enable a posi day electronic engineering is capable of supplying in
tive voltage to pass through the point W. When this 25 the form of integrated circuits which, under certain
condition has not been fulfilled the frequency of 1,024 forms of design, could also encompass the field of opti
Hz will not reach the input of the divider, but, accord cal posting itself (in general on the back of a plate bear
ing to the case, it will be another frequency, for exam ing the other electronic elements right-side-up). After
ple 64 Hz or 2 Hz which will reach the input of the di this first counter-divider-decoder module 10 stage 51
vider. The frequency which reaches the input of the di 30 there is a second counter-divider-decoder module 6
vider under normal operation, that is to say the fre stage 53. These two counters together make it possible
quency of 1 Hz exactly will be connected permanently to carry out the posting of the seconds and they also
to the input of this divider except in the case where the supply each minute, that is to say every 60 seconds, a
driving mechanism is pressed into the stop position (B) pulse to a subsequent group of counters 55, 57 which
of the preselector. In order to cut off the arrival of this 35 is similar to it but which this time involves the posting
frequency of 1 Hz an electronic device is used which is of the information concerning the minutes. The output
similar to the one shown in FIG. 8, but which has, in of the counter-divider-decoder 57 supplying the read
stead of and in the place of the inverted AND gate U, out of the tens of minutes provides a pulse every 60
a simple, therefore non-inverted, AND gate.
minutes, that is to say every hour, to a group of
FIG. 9 shows, in the form of a block diagram, all of 40 counters-dividers-decoders 59, 61 arranged to establish
the circuits controlling the digital read-out of the a cycle having 12 or 24 positions, according to whether
watch. In that figure there is, schematically repre the watch is supposed to indicate 12 hours or 24 hours.
sented, the driving mechanism 4 with its contacts i5a, It would be possible to achieve the stage of the hours
b, c and its scale with two inverted OR gates previously by means of a single counter with 12 or with 24 posi
mentioned. Also, schematically shown is the selector 45 tions. For reasons of convenience of electronic design,
with its 12 studs 18 one of which is connected to the
it is preferred here to use a counter-divider-decoder
ring 23. The main electronic logic, onto which there module 10 stage 59 followed by a counter-divider
jointly act the preselector and the driving mechanism, decoder module 3 stage 61, which, together, would
is represented by an LP block which, in addition to the provide therefore a cycle of 30 hours but interjecting
order which it receives from the driving mechanism 50 means which reduce this cycle from 30 hours to 24
and from the preselector, receives from a frequency di hours or, if need be, down to 12 hours. These means
vider four signals having a frequency of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 64 come from a technique which is well known in elec
Hz and 1,024 Hz, respectively. This logic block LP tronics and therefore they have not been specially
feeds the input of a divider and also feeds five connec 55 shown in FIG. 9.
tions h, m, p, q, and r which connect the logic to certain
Thus, the six counter-divider-decoder stages 51, 53,
a simple AND gate, is an inverted OR gate. This means
that the output of the gate U will always be positive ex
cept when the conditions are present which would
make its output positive if it is a question of a "non
inverted AND' gate. The output of this “inverted
AND” gate U is connected to an input of an inverted
OR gate the other input of which is connected to the
frequency source of 1,024 Hz. Thus, the output of this
inverted OR gate will always have a negative voltage
when the potential is positive at the output of the gate
U, that is to say in all of the cases when the conditions
are not present which are needed to “throw this gate U
into gear,' whereas, when these conditions have been
fulfilled and the output of the gate U is negative, the

particular places of the counting and dividing circuits 55, 57, 59 and 61 shown in the form of blocks in the
which establish the digital read-out of the watch.
top part of FIG. 9 permit the digital read-out to ad
The four frequencies of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 64 Hz and 1.024 vance so that each second the read-out of the units of
Hz are obtained from a quartz oscillator through a di 60 seconds advances by one step. Each time that the read
vider (Div) comprising a series of binary stages.
out of the seconds advances from 9 to 0 the read-out
The frequency of the quartz oscillator will be 1,024 of the tens of seconds advances by one step. Each time
Hz or a multiple on the order 2" of 1,024 Hz. Two addi that the read-out of the tens of seconds passes from 5
tional connections, shown by dotted lines, reach the (59) to 0 the read-out of the units of minutes goes
main logic LP. One connection feeds a frequency of 65 ahead
one step. Each time that the read-out of the
4,096 Hz from the divider. These connections shown units ofbyminutes
passes from 9 to 0 the read-out of the
by dotted lines are optional and the need for them will tens of minutes advances
step, and, each time .
depend, as will be seen, on the way in which the setting that the read-out of the tensbyofoneminutes
advances from
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5 (59) to 0 the read-out of the hours advances by one
step.

The bottom part of FIG. 9 shows the sequence of the
electronic group supplying the read-out of the informa
tion on the day of the month, the days of the week and

the months.

6
counters-dividers-decoders stages also for the days of
the week and for the months, despite the fact that these
two counters never have to be made to go back di
rectly. In effect, it is quite possible that use will be
made, for example, of the delay of one hour intended
for the passing across time zones so that the indication
of the hours goes back from 3 o'clock in the morning
to for example 2300 hours (11 o'clock in the evening).
In this case the indication of the days and of the days
10 of the month should also move back. This does not cre
ate any problems in the case when the subsequent
counters, days of the month and days of the week are
also reversible counters. On the other hand this would
present some problem if, for example, the counter of
5 the days of the week was not of the reversible type (it
has been mentioned that the counter of the days of the
month should be of the reversible type).

Each cycle of 24 hours of the indication of the hours
supplies a pulse to a connection n and it reaches, on the
one hand, a counter-divider-decoder module 7 stage 63
which controls the posting of the days of the week and,
on the other hand, a counter-divider-decoder stage 65
module 10 equipped to supply the posting of the units
of the day of the month. This latter counter-divider
decoder module 10 stage 65 is connected to another
counter-divider-decoder module 4 stage 67 equipped
so as to supply the indication of the tens of the days of
the month, it being understood that means (looping),
not shown, provides the reduction of the theoretical
The same holds true for the control of the indication
cycle of 40 to an actual cycle of 31 corresponding to of the months from counters involving the day of the
20 month. If one assumes that the most perfect solution
the 31 days of the month.
Connected to the two counter-divider-decoders 65, consists in making the counters of the days of the week
67 of the units and of the tens of the month there is a
and the months also reversible, in addition to the
logic circuit 69. Its role is to detect the passage of the counters of the hours and of the days of the month, it
day of the month from 31 (or from 30 or from 29 or will be possible to carry out an automatic carrying for
from 28) to 01 in order to then cause the indication of 25 ward in such a way that, for example, having thought
the months to advance by one step. Each time that this that the month of October has 30 days and having man
is necessary this logic supplies a pulse to a counter ually made the indication pass from October 31 to No
divider-decoder module 12 stage 71 arranged to supply vember 1, one must make the inverse correction to
the digital read-out of the twelve months of the year. It come back to 31, the indication of the month passing
should be noted that it could have been possible to do 30 back from November to October. If the counter of the
away with the logic serving as an intermediary between months were not of the reversible type then the correc

the counters of the days of the month and the counter

tion of this error would cause the watch to indicate 31

of the months, and to control the counting of the November instead of 31 October. It would then be nec
months from the tens of days of the month without the 35 essary to once more advance the counter of the months
intermediary of a logic in the same manner as one con by eleven steps in order to restore the correct date of
trols the counting of the days of the month from the the 31st of October.
divider-counter-decoder of the tens of hours. The pres
Two of the most advantageous variants have been re
ence of a logic circuit between the days of the month tained. The first one is the most perfect variant men
and the months will or will not be necessary depending tioned above in which all of the counters, except for the
upon the manner in which the counter-divider-decoder 40 counters of the minutes and of the seconds, are revers
stages are composed.
ible (can move backwards) and in which the carrying
In effect, it is possible to make up these stages either forward of the hours onto the days of the month and
in a reversible manner, that is to say by giving them the onto the days of the week and of the days of the month
possibility of counting forwards and backwards, or in a 45 onto the months is also done in a reversible manner.
non-reversible manner, that is to say by only giving The other solution retained as being advantageous is

them the possibility of counting in one direction. Since the following simplified solution: the principal logic cir
they have to be able to move back 1 hour or 1 day, the cuit which conditions the manual control operations is
counters-dividers-decoders of the hours 59, 61 and of arranged in such a way that at the time of a manual
the days of the month 65, 67 should theoretically be of command all of the carrying forward operations are cut
the reversible type. It would, however, be possible to 50 off so that, for example, if, by means of the advance of
select them as of the non-reversible type by assuming one hour for a time zone, one has made the indication
that to make the counter of the hours go back by 1 hour pass from 2300 hours to 1 hour (1 o'clock) the day of
it would be set ahead by 23 hours, or, if the case need the week and the day of the month are not automati
be, by 1 1 hours, whereas in order to make the counter 55 cally affected and can be placed manually into the de
of the days of the month go back by one day it would sired position. In this case the user knows that after
be set ahead by 30 days. This last possibility, however, each manual correction the subsequent indications "do
would require the presence of an additional counter ca not follow," so that he will know that it is necessary to
pable of counting for the hours 23 (or if necessary 11) also correct them manually both when the deadline of
pulses and for the days of the month 30 pulses. This re midnight has been exceeded in the forward direction
quirement for an additional counter to count the pulses 60 and when the deadline of midnight has been exceeded
would make the last solution mentioned less advanta
in the backward direction. A difficulty would occur
geous than that which consists in selecting, at least for with this solution, however, with regard to the months,
the counters-dividers-decoders 59, 61 of the hours and
since for five months out of the 12 the passage from 31
for the counters-dividers-decoders 65, 67 of the days of 65 to l must be performed manually. It would therefore be
the month, counters of the reversible type. An excel possible to provide for a particular logic circuit which
lent solution from the technical point of view, but not would also make the indication of the months advance
necessarily the best, would consist in using reversible when we jump the 29th, the 30th or the 31st of a
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month. This is the reason why FIG. 9 establishes the intermediary of the connection r. This potential forces
presence of a logic at the output of the counters of the each one of the four counters of the minutes, of the
days of the month to control the counter of the months. tens
minutes, of the hours and of the tens of hours
This logic will be arranged, for example, in such a way to getofinto
well determined position which could also
that it transmits a pulse at the time of the passing of the be selectedaby
of wiring inside of the watch
days of the month (the date of the month) to the posi which could beswitching
done,
for
example, with the aid of de
tion 01, on the condition, however, that since the last tachable screws.
pulse transmitted for the advance of the months the
this second solution the prior setting to 0 is also
counter of the days of the month has passed, for exam notWith
absolutely
necessary except for the seconds and for
ple, by the position 20, which could have not have oc 10 the tens of seconds.
It does not have to be done, but can
curred at the time of the correction of an error or dur
be
if
desired,
for
the
ing the passing of a time zone making the day of the and tens of hours. minutes, tens of minutes, hours
month go back from 1 to 31, in which cases there is the
Upon the command from the driving mechanism or
risk of encountering disturbances owing to the fact that from
preselector the LP logic carries out the ad
two successive pulses would be sent to the counter of 15 vancethe
or
the
bringing back of a complete hour (the pas
the months.
sage of time zones) by sending a pulse for advancing or
It remains to see how the principal logic LP (FIG.9) bringing back, through the intermediary of the connec
acts on the different counters-dividers-decoders stages tion h, to the counter-divider-decoder of the units of
to carry out the various operations of manual control. hours which, as we have seen, should to all advantages
For the four operations in which the advance of the in 20 be of the reversible-operation type. If this counter
dication has to be made in an accelerated manner (2 divider-decoder were not of the reversible-operation
Hz, advance of the seconds), in a rapid manner (64 Hz, type then the principal logic could act by sending it a
advance of the minutes) or in a super-fast manner series of 23 (or, if necessary, 1) pulses, which would
(1,024 Hz, advance of the hours), no additional expla result in making the hours advance by 23 (or by 11)
nation is necessary. The logic makes it possible to 25 successive
steps. In such a case the movements in the
transmit higher frequencies to the input of the first

direction of the counters of the days of the month and
of the days of the week should be blocked by an action
does not require other additional explanations, the on
the part of the principal logic. One could also con
logic proceeds to completely stop the arrival of the fre template
the case when, during an advance of the hours
quency of 1 Hz when the driving mechanism is placed 30 by 23 steps,
the movements forward would not be
in the stop position of the preselector.
blocked, but where one would then make all of the sub
For the resetting to a fixed time there are two possi sequent counters-dividers-decoders of a cycle advance,
bilities. The first one, which corresponds to what has less
unit, so as to cause them to effect the equiva
been said at the time of the functional explanation of lent one
of
one
backward step of one unit. However, this
the operation of resetting to a fixed time, consists in 35 solution requires
the presence of an additional pulse
transmitting to the input of the counter-decoder of the counter and it turns
out that this solution is not advan
minutes a frequency of 4,096 Hz and to decode the pas tageous in comparison with the solution which consists
sage of the indication by the preselected position. This in only using reversible counters.
case would correspond in the figure to the connections
The operation of going ahead by one day or going be
drawn in by dashes, in assuming that the connection r 40 hind by one day is done in a manner which is similar to
which connects the principal logic LP to the counters the operation of going ahead or going behind by 1 hour
dividers-decoders of the minutes, of the tens of min by sending an appropriate pulse from the LP logic,
utes, of the hours and of the tens of hours constitutes through the intermediary of the connection m, to the
the connection of decoding, the decoder itself being as 45 counter-divider-decoder
of the units of the days of the
sumed as surrounded by the LP logic. In order to use month.
this possibility, it is necessary to have a frequency of
The operations, still controlled by the driving mecha
4,096 Hz which, according to the case, could increase nism
and the preselector, of advancing by one step of
the encumbrance of the divider (Div) and complicate the days
the week or of the months are controlled in
the design of the oscillator. In the resetting to fixed 50 a similarofmanner
by the principal logic LP, acting by
time, as described previously, provision was also made means of the connections
p and q, respectively, on the
to bring all of the counters and minutes first of all to 0. counters-dividers-decoders of the days of the week and
A counter-divider-decoder generally has an additional of the months (for the months, if necessary, on the
input for putting back to 0. The putting back to 0 in logic
the counter-divider-decoder).
question, therefore, if necessary, is done by the logic by 55 It ispreceding
important
to point out that all of the electronic
using this particular input of setting back to 0. The par means herein described,
and in particular all of the log
ticular connection necessary for this putting back to 0 ical electronic means which
the principal logic LP
is not shown in the figure. It should be stated that in any should contain, could be composed
certain elec
event the putting back to 0 prior to the putting back to tronic means which are known in this ofbranch
tech
a fixed time is absolutely necessary only for the two nology, the elements which distinguish the watchofwhich
counters-dividers-decoders of the seconds and of the 60 is
the subject of the present description are primarily,
tens of seconds. It is, on the other hand, completely but not exclusively, the technical measures which have
possible to do away with this necessity in the case of the to do with the manner in which the watch is controlled
counter-divider-decoder and also in a manner which

counters-dividers-decoders of the hours and of the min
utes.

Another possibility which does not necessitate the
utilization of a frequency of 4,096 Hz consists in send
ing a potential from the principal logic LP through the

65

externally by means of the driving mechanism and the
preselector to carry out the various functions which

have been described, as well as the technical measures

which have to do with the nature of these different

functions and the manner in which they are carried out
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to form an ensemble permitting a manual control which
is as easy as concerning the digital read-out of the

20
means to selectively manually operate at least some of
the digital read-out elements, said means comprising a
watch.
preselector capable of being placed in different rota
In the case, for example, when the totality of the tional positions and a driving mechanism, both said
counters-dividers-decoders of the days of the month 5 preselector and driving mechanism being arranged in
would be programmed in accordance with the yearly or such a manner that the position occupied by the prese
perpetual calendar so that the days of the month which lector at the time that the driving mechanism is manip
are missing at the end of the months of February, April, ulated determines which digital read-out element is to
June, September and November are skipped automati be affected by the manipulation of the driving mecha
cally, it would be possible to do away with all or a part 10 nism, as well as the function actuation imparted to this
of the manual controls concerning the date.
element, said preselector further having a position of
. I claim:
normal
operation wherein the manipulation of the driv
1. An electronically operated timepiece having a plu ing mechanism
has no effect on the positioning of said
rality of digital read-out elements, and comprising

read-out elements.
means to selectively manually operate at least some of 15 digital
7.
A
timepiece according to claim 6, wherein said
the digital read-out elements, said means comprising a preselector
said driving mechanism work together
preselector capable of being placed in different rota in such a wayandthat
when the preselector is in said posi
tional positions and a driving mechanism, said preselec tion of normal operation
driving mechanism can
tor comprising a rotatable element mounted on the side be manipulated between said
two
respectively
of the timepiece opposite the face and accessible exter- 20 locking and unlocking rotation ofpositions
said
preselector,
nally to be rotated to different angular positions corre the locking position capable of being secured. with
sponding to various settings of the preselector, and said
8. A timepiece according to claim 7, wherein said
driving mechanism comprising a rod which penetrates preselector
has a position of accelerated advance in
into the time piece, said rod being arranged to be ma which the manipulation
said driving mechanism
nipulated to change its depth of penetration into the 25 makes the digital read-out of
elements
advance at a speed
timepiece, both said preselector and driving mecha such that the hour indicated advances
by one hour in
nism being arranged in such a manner that the position
five seconds.
occupied by the preselector at the time that the driving less9. than
A timepiece in accordance with claim 7, wherein
mechanism is manipulated determines which digital said preselector
has a position of accelerated advance
read-out element is to be affected by the manipulation 30 in which the manipulation
of said driving mechanism
of the driving mechanism, as well as the function actua makes the digital read-out elements
advance at a speed
tion imparted to this element, said timepiece further
comprising an arrangement of said preselector such such that the minute indicated advances by one minute
a period between a half a second and five seconds.
that said rotatable element works together with said over
10. A timepiece according to claim 7, wherein said
driving mechanism in such a way that in the various set-3 preselector
has a position of accelerated advance in
ting positions of the preselector the driving mechanism
can be at least partially depressed into the timepiece, which the manipulation of the driving mechanism
whereas when said preselector is located between two makes the digital read-out elements advance at a speed
of said setting positions said driving mechanism can 40 which is twice the speed of normal operation.
11. A timepiece according to claim 7, wherein said
only occupy its most retracted position, said preselec
tor being prevented from turning from one setting posi preselector includes a stop position in which the manip
tion to another unless said driving mechanism occupies ulation of the driving mechanism stops the advance of
the digital read-out elements.
this most retracted position.
12. A timepiece according to claim 7, wherein said
2. A timepiece according to claim 1, wherein said ro
tatable element works together with said driving mech- 4. 5 preselector has sequentially following the normal posi
anism in such a way that in a position of normal opera tion at least four adjacent operating positions which are
tion of said preselector said driving mechanism can a position in which the manipulation of said driving
enter more deeply into the side of the timepiece than mechanism stops the advance of the digital read-out el
ements; a position in which the manipulation of the
in the other positions of said preselector.
3. A timepiece according to claim 1, wherein said 50 driving mechanism makes the digital read-out elements
timepiece further comprises a housing having a face advance at a speed which is twice that of normal opera
side and a cylindrical recess for storing an electrical tion; a position in which the manipulation of the driving
battery in the side opposite the face, said preselector mechanism makes the digital read-out elements ad
comprising a rotatable element in the shape of a crown 55 vance at a speed such that an advance of one minute
is brought about during a period of between a half a
situated around said cylindrical recess.
4. A timepiece according to claim 3, wherein the second and 5 seconds; and a position in which the ma
outer periphery of said crown shaped rotatable element nipulation of the driving mechanism makes the digital
is not larger than the periphery of said timepiece hous read-out elements advance at a speed such that an ad

. A timepiece according to claim 3, wherein the pe
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vance of 1 hour is brought about in less than 5 seconds.
13. A timepiece according to claim 7, wherein said
preselector further includes a position in which the ma
nipulation of the driving mechanism causes a resetting
of the digital read-out elements to a predetermined

riphery of said crown shaped rotatable element is pro
portioned and mounted on the housing of the timepiece
in such a way as to overlap at least one of the sides of
the housing so as to be able to be turned even when said 65 time.
timepiece is placed on the wrist of its wearer.
14. A timepiece according to claim 7, wherein said
6. An electronically operated timepiece having a plu preselector further includes a position in which the ma
rality of digital read-out elements, and comprising nipulation of the driving mechanism causes an advance
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2.
22
of the digital read-out elements which is exactly equal stopping of the digital read-out elements, the counters
to 1 hour.
dividers-decoders stages being arranged to actuate suc
15. A timepiece according to claim 14, wherein said cessively
during the course of their operation: first digi
preselector also includes a position in which the manip tal read-out
elements numbered from 0 to 9 for the
ulation of the driving mechanism causes a setting back units of seconds; second digital read-out elements num
of the digital read-out elements by exactly 1 hour.
from 0 to 5 for the tens of seconds; third digital
16. A timepiece according to claim 7, further com bered
read-out elements numbered from 0 to 9 for the units
prising digital read-out elements indicating the calen of minutes; fourth digital read-out elements numbered
dar date as well as the time, said preselector having a from
to 5 for the tens of minutes; and fifth and sixth
further position in which the manipulation of said driv 10 digital0 read-out
elements numbered for the hours.
ing mechanism causes an advance of said digital read
23.
A
timepiece
according to claim 22, further com
out elements by one day of the month.
prising
digital
read-out
for the days of the
17. A timepiece according to claim 6, wherein said month, the months and elements
the
days
of
further
preselector also includes a position in which the manip counters-dividers-decoders stages fedtheat week,
their
input
at
ulation of said driving mechanism causes a setting back 15 a rate of one pulse per cycle of 24 hours of the preced
of said digital read-out elements by one day of the ing counters-dividers-decoders stages, and said further
month.
digital read-out elements being arranged to provide the
18. A timepiece according to claim 16, wherein said numbered
combinations of digital read-out of the days
preselector includes a position in which the manipula of the month,
combinations of alphabetic digital
tion of the driving mechanism causes the digital read 20 read-out of the the
months
and the combinations of alpha
out elements to advance by one month.
betic
digital
read-out
of
the days of the week.
19. A timepiece according to claim 16, wherein said
24.
A
timepiece
according
claim 22, wherein said
digital read-out elements indicating the calendar date driving mechanism is providedtowith
electrical contacts
comprise digital read-out elements for the days of the and said preselector further comprises
to estab
week, said preselector including a further position in 25 lish, in its different positions, electrical means
contacts
which,
which the manipulation of said driving mechanism dependent upon said electrical contacts of said driving
causes said digital read-out elements to advance by one mechanism, feed a potential to said counters-dividers
day of the week.
decoders stages.
20. A timepiece according to claim 19, wherein said
25. A timepiece according to claim 22, further com
positions of the preselector are broken down, starting 30 prising
circuits arranged to carry out accelerated
with the position of normal operation according to an advancelogic
of
said
read-out elements by introduc
order such that there are successively presented: the ing into the firstdigital
counter-divider-decoder
a frequency
position of normal operation; a position of resetting to which is higher than 1 Hz, this higher frequency
being
a predetermined fixed time; a position of advance by 1 2 Hz for double-speed operation, 64 Hz for the advance
hour; a position of setting back by 1 hour; a position of 35 of 1 minute during a period between a half a second
advance by one day of the month; a position of setting and
5 seconds, and 1,024 Hz for the advance of 1 hour
back by one day of the month; a position of advance by in less than 5 seconds.
one month; and a position of advance by one day of the
26. A timepiece according to claim 25, further com
week.
prising
a frequency generating source of n. 1,024 Hz,
21. A timepiece according to claim 20, wherein said 40 where n is an integer, said frequency generating source
preselector includes, on one side of the position of nor being connected to feed to the input of the first
mal operation, various positions of accelerated ad counter-divider-decoder,
a divider with successive bi
vance of the digital read-out elements and a position nary stages provided to reduce
this frequency to the
stopping advance of said digital read-out elements, and 45 value of 1 Hz fed to said input during normal operation,
on the other side of the position of normal operation and to supply frequencies of 2 Hz, 64 Hz, and 1,024 Hz,
positions of resetting to fixed time, of advance and set respectively, fed to the input for the various positions
ting back of one hour, of advance and setting back of of accelerated advance.
one day in the month, of advance of one month and of
27. A timepiece according to claim 26, wherein said
advance of one day of the week.
frequency
generating source is a quartz oscillator.
50
22. An electronically operated timepiece having a
28. A timepiece according to claim 22, further com
plurality of digital read-out elements, and comprising prising logic circuits arranged to feed, when the driving
means to selectively manually operate at least some of mechanism is placed in the position of the preselector
the digital read-out elements, said means comprising a corresponding to the resetting to fixed time, potentials
preselector capable of being placed in different rota 55 of required positioning to the counters-dividers
tional positions and a driving mechanism, both said decoders stages supplying the digital read-out elements
preselector and driving mechanism being arranged in of
the units of minutes, tens of minutes, and of hours.
such a manner that the position occupied by the prese
29. A timepiece according to claim 22, further com
lector at the time that the driving mechanism is manip prising logic circuits arranged to supply, at the time of
ulated determines which digital read-out element is to 60 a manipulation of the driving mechanism when the pre
be affected by the manipulation of the driving mecha selector is in the position of advance by one hour, a
nism, as well as the function actuation imparted to this pulse to the input of the counters-dividers-decoders
element, further comprising electronic circuits opera stages supplying the digital read-out elements for the
tively connected to control said digital read-out ele hours.
ments, said circuits comprising successive counters
30. A timepiece according to claim 22, wherein the
dividers-decoders stages having an input, means feed 65 counters-dividers-decoders
supplying the digital
ing a 1 Hz signal to said input at least in the absence of read-out elements for hours stages
are of reversible operation,
a manipulation ordering an accelerated advance or a said logic circuits being equipped to supply, at the time
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of a manipulation of the driving mechanism arising
when the preselector is in the position of advance by 1
hour, an advance pulse to these counters-dividers

24

decoders stages supplying the digital read-out elements
for the days of the week.
35. A timepiece according to claim 23, wherein the

decoders stages and to provide them with a backward
stages supplying the digital
pulse at the time of a manipulation of the driving mech counters-dividers-decoders
read-out
elements
for
the
hours,
the days of the month,
anism when the preselector is in the position of setting the days of the week and the months,
are all of revers
back by 1 hour.
ible
operation,
further
comprising
electrical
connec
31. A timepiece according to claim 23, further com tion means between the reversible counters-dividers
prising logic circuits arranged to supply, at the time of
stages of the hours and those of the days of
a manipulation of the driving mechanism when the pre O decoders
the
month,
between the reversible counters-dividers
selector is in the position of advance by one day of the decoders stages
the hours and those of the days of
month, a pulse to the input of the counters-dividers the week, and ofbetween
the reversible counters
decoders stages supplying the digital read-out elements dividers-decoders stages of the
days of the month and
for the days of the month.
those of the months, said electrical connection means
32. A timepiece according to claim 31, wherein the 15 being
established in such a way that a setting back ma
counters-decoders-dividers stages supplying the read
out of the days of the month are of reversible opera nipulation of the driving mechanism and preselector
tion, said logic circuits being arranged to supply, at the which drives back a counters-dividers-decoders stage
time of a manipulation of the driving mechanism when from the first position of a cycle to the last position of
the preselector is in the position of advance by one day 20 the preceding cycle causes the next counters-dividers
of the month, a pulse advance to said digital read-out decoders stage to execute a backwards operation.
36. A timepiece according to claim 23, wherein the
elements for the days of the month, and to provide a
counters-dividers-decoders
stages are non-reversible, a
setting back pulse at the time of a manipulation of the
driving mechanism when the preselector is in the posi setting back input pulse causing an advance of the re
tion of setting back by one day of the month.
25 lated digital read-out element of n-1, n being the num
33. A timepiece according to claim 23, further com ber of steps in the counting cycle of the related count
prising logic circuits arranged to supply, at the time of ing stage.
37. A timepiece according to claim 23, further com
a manipulation of the driving mechanism when the pre
selector is in the position of advance by one month, a prising logic circuits arranged to supply, at the time of
pulse to the input of the counters-dividers-decoders 30 a manipulation of the driving mechanism when the pre
stages supplying the digital read-out elements for the selector is in a predetermined position, at least one
months.
pulse to the input of a counters-dividers-decoders stage
34. A timepiece according to claim 23, further com selected as a function of the position of the preselector,
prising logic circuits arranged to supply, at the time of said logic circuits being further arranged to cut off the
a manipulation of the driving mechanism when the pre 35 carry pulse from one counters-dividers-decoders stage
selector is in the position of advance by one day of the to the next one.
ck
k
2k
k
:k
week, a pulse to the input of the counters-dividers
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